
 
If you haven’t heard about ‘hood superstar $KEETA, he is arguably the best rookie rhapsodist to 
come out of Southwest Houston in the last 20 years. After being shot 7 times in 2015, he began 
conversing with God to focus on appreciating his second chance at life and turned to music to 
share his story. $KEETA’s biggest hope: to motivate and empower the world with his music. 
  
With a prodigious message the streets can relate to, his mixtape NBS, shares strong messages 
for anyone looking for a brighter future. The mixtape title NBS is inspired by the term “No 
Bullshit” that $KEETA helped coin in Houston. Describing the mixtape, $KEETA says, “The tape 
is the truth that comes from my heart and soul. I want to talk about the streets so the youth don’t 
have to go through what I went through.” 
  
Of the mixtape recorded in Atlanta in September this year, $KEETA explains, “It took me 3 
studio sessions to complete the album.”  
  
Dropping proverbs through verses, $KEETA has turned his street talk into spiritual music, 
proclaiming his style as a preacher on a beat. Promoting a message of being a hustler and not a 
customer, $KEETA says, “I want to change the world musically, because music controls the 
streets.” 
  
The nine tracks on the mixtape all have different themes, but one thing they have in common is 
that they all bang. “Hot Boy” is the kind of song you would play on a good summer day riding 
down the strip, with all your homies in the whip, bobbing their heads. When you take the 
essence of the eighties and nineties street culture and combine it with a 2018 vibe, you get 
tracks like “Hood & Slum N**ga.” $KEETA has an ability to present stark realities that are well 
written, catchy, and relatable. Surprising any doubters, $KEETA is proving Trap music still lives. 
His song “Back to Trappin” operates over an energetic beat that uses piano and strings, mixed 
with some of the strongest lyrics to come out of Houston in over a decade. His lyrics can be 
described as witty, eerie and potent, blended with dark Trap beats that draw comparisons to 
Geto Boys. The beats on the tape are electric and heavy. An example is one of the deepest 
tracks called “Tears,” produced by and featuring DJ Chose.  The stunning energy from the track 
will inspire anyone, from a prisoner serving life to stay up, to motivating drug dealers to get out 
of the game. Throughout, $KEETA shows the versatility in his lyricism and his vivid storytelling, 
which make him standout amongst his peers. 
  
Being able to tell his life story of 25 years, $KEETA wants this music to help troubled teenage 
men to graduate from high school. $KEETA has an authentic aura, and the ability to reach the 
hardest of men and encourage them to do the right thing -- qualities that we do not often see in 
today’s Hip-Hop scene.  On what he hopes his music accomplishes, $KEETA says: “I want to 
change the outlook on the way kids think, not just black kids, but Latino kids, white kids and all 
races.” 
 
 


